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Ryan(Snowlinx) suddenly realised Aaron had been watching hard core pornography while Dj-ing

A note from the editor

As most of you in resort, with the exception of Mark Warner, didn’t know, because of your
absence, last Tuesday there was a silent disco in the Bubble with DJ Aaron and demi dj
Ryan. It was absolutely hilarious watching a group of people, half dancing to one song and
the other half dancing to another especially when one is House of Pain’s Jump around
and the other is some Skrillex dub step. Anyway you have a second chance to experience
this on Tuesday. Seriously you would be a foolish fool not to.
And finally the date has been set for, in my opinion one of the hardest/ sillyest/ funnest
competitions, the 3 valley rally. After all the fun events of Mo-March. 1st April and its no
April fool.
And finally
To the Scott Dunner who not only sat in front of me on the bus from Le Praz to 1650 on
Thursday but spent most of the journey very graphically licking the tonsils of his female
American friend, GET A ROOM. Oh wait that’s what you did when you got to the Funky
Fox stop.
THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

Ed Parsons, the puking (ex) Pleisure boy. Not a great morning chairlift companion

The consensus of opinion

If you were to compare ski companies to the countries of the world, and before your
expecting me to list them I won’t as last time one took offence when I compared them, in a
comically ironic way, to North Korea. I would describe my self as Switzerland, not because
I love money, chocolate and expensive watches, instead because I try and be an impartial
neutral party surrounded on all sides and I have to try and get along with everyone despite
what the general opinion around resort is of them.
To quote the great Samuel Clemens “It's better to keep your mouth shut and appear stupid
than open it and remove all doubt”.
Now I understand that everyone has their own opinion and boy do you let me know about
them but what more interesting when more than one person from around resort has the
same opinion. An example, (years ago) several English workers told me in no uncertain
terms that their manager was a completely useless micromanaging (I could go on but you
get the idea) arse. Despite coming from a couple of people I put this down the differences
between French/English work practices and thought no more about. It was only when
some of the French staff also confirmed this that there was no further doubt.
So to everyone in resort, we live in a (very small) bubble and have limited daily topics to
talk about. Top of that list are crappy co-workers. So if you don’t want to be known as a
complete dick by the whole resort try not to act like one in the first place.
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Smarter every day.
As a skier I could never work out why
right footed snowboarders were called
Goofy (and lefties are called regular) .
Especially as an opposite to everyday life
where most people are right handed
except those weird left handed ones.
But it turns out the split of regular to
goofy is 70/30%. The back foot is controlled by the left half of the brain – the
hemisphere that deals with spatial
awareness.
I was even more disappointed to find out
this all came down to a (wave) surfing
cartoon, Hawaiian Holiday (1937), of
Goofy surfing right foot forward.

